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This extensive orchestral loops compilation is a master mix of rich orchestra loops, classical loops,

synthesised and classic multi-string loops. Whether youre mixing these samples into you latest dance

track, soundscape, or adding an orchestral backing to a hip hop or drum n bass creation, these beautifully

rich and concise orchestra loops will inspire your music to an epic level. We have compiled and recorded

this unique sound suite with extreme attention to detail mixing a combination of live orchestral

instruments, and digital instruments. These include Cello, Grand Piano, Violin, horn and brass sections,

Oboes, string quartets and more. This expressive sound suite has been engineered using high quality

mastering equipment to give that extra punch and obtain maximum presence in your mix. We have taken

the utmost care in engineering these loops to give a clean, crisp and seamless product. Included in this

extraordinary collection is a large number of real grand orchestra loops, synthesised essemble loops,

multi-string loops, brass loops, plucked & pizzicato loops and many more, in a variety of styles, moods,

and tempos, all royalty free and available for instant download. This truly is one our best packs, and will

provide solid inspiration, with over 100 unique grand orchestra loops. This version is in .wav format. You

can this find release in a large number of other Special Formats on our website including: Ableton Live

Packs Acid Loops Akai MPC Samples FL Studio Samples Apple Loops/Aiff REX/RMX Kotakt EXS24

Halion and many, many more! primeloops.com
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